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Migration 

Across the American South 

Why did our ancestors come to this country? 

To gain freedom-Choices of lifestyle were restricted in Europe, ie 

occupation, economic status 

Situation in Europe did not allow a person to better themselves 

significantly 

America offered unlimited opportunity if you were willing to work 

hard and sacrifice 

What did it cost them? 

Passage to America was expensive and took 10 weeks to 3 months to 

complete under difficult circumstances, ie poor diet, boredom, abuse 

by ship’s crew 

 Some sold their freedom for 7 years in exchange for the passage. 

What travel conditions did they face when they got here? 

Dense woods lasting for several hundred miles that made travel very 

difficult, if not impossible 

Trees the girth of a man, swollen, washed out rivers, downed trees 

and underbrush 

Advances in travel usually progressed from Northeast, where the 

economy was more industrial, to the rest of the country.   

Modes of travel 

Trails – Native Americans had been using trails for hundreds of years.  

The first settlers used these trails to travel on foot or by horseback. 

Rivers – Rivers were the only practical way to make inroads into the 

North American interior.  They also provided a way for settlers to ship 

goods back to coastal ports to send to markets in Europe. 

There were many different styles of boats, but most fell into 4 

categories: 
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Canoe – This was made by simply cutting down a tree and chopping 

or burning out the center, to leave a floating shell 

Birch Bark Canoe – This canoe was made by building a canoe frame, 

and then covering it with bark from a birch, elm, or other tree and 

sealing the seams with sap.  These canoes could be made larger than a 

regular canoe, and were also used to travel inland waterways as well 

as rivers. 

Flatboat – A rectangular boat that was used to carry families or large 

quantities of goods down river.  They were designed to simply float 

along with the current.  Their deep cargo areas offered excellent 

protection from attack, and served as an area to contain livestock.  

Once down river, the flatboat was disassembled and used for lumber. 

Keelboat – A shallow water boat that looked more like our modern 

day boats, they were propelled by sinking a pole in the river bottom 

and walking from the front of the boat to the rear, propelling the boat 

forward.  Keelboats usually had sails attached to them and often 

contained a cabin. 

Horses arrived in America in the 1600s and were used on the existing 

Native American trails.  The first developed roads in America were for 

use by horses. 

The Boston Post Road – Ordered by King Charles II, the road initially 

went from Boston>New York>Philadelphia>Baltimore, but 

eventually  became a wagon road that stretched from Maine to South 

Carolina 

The Federal Horse Path – Initially built as a way to get mail from 

Washington D.C. to the newly acquired city of New Orleans.  The path 

was turned into a road leading up to the War of 1812, when the 

military needed a way to transport troops and armaments to the 

southern coast of the United States to defend against British attack.   

The Natchez Trace – Initially a trail that merchants and other took 

after floating down river to New Orleans.  It also became much 

improved as the War of 1812 approached.   

Steam Travel – The next major advancement in Travel, the first 

steamship was built in 1786 by John Fitch.  Fitch tried to pitch the 
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idea to several state legislatures and investors with little or no 

interest.   

Robert Fulton – Built the Clermont in New York City in 1807.  First 

commercially viable steamship, carrying customers from NYC to 

Albany, NY.  The Clermont could travel upstream at 5 mph.   

By the 1830s, steamboats were in wide use on America’s major rivers, 

and were being used to cross the Atlantic Ocean.   

Railroads – The first railroads were powered by horses.  People found 

that horses could pull a much greater load if it were riding over rails 

instead of rough terrain.  Eventually, these horse powered railroads 

were pulled by steam engines.   

By the 1950’s railroads crisscrossed the Northeast, and were 

spreading across the rest of the country.   

Keys to kn0wing how your ancestors got here: 

 When did they make the trip?  As transportation improved 

along the southern U.S. into Texas, our ancestors had more travel 

choices.  In 1800, they probably either floated downriver or made a 

difficult journey along a very poor road.  In 1850, the roads were 

much better, ocean going steam travel made the trip by sea much 

shorter, and railroads were spreading across the nation.   

 How much money did they have to spend?  Look at property tax 

rolls for the value of their property, census data for their property 

value or deeds for sales of property before their trip.  People with 

money could build a boat and go by river or go by sea.  People who 

had no money bought or built a wagon and traveled by land.  Later 

after the railroads spread across the county, cost was not as much of 

an issue.   

 What was the size of the group which was migrating?  Our 

ancestors almost always traveled in groups.  Did they have small 

children?  Were there one or several families?  Did they stop on the 

way to rest or make a crop for a year and then continue their journey?  

Low water levels on rivers often caused people to delay their journeys 

for weeks or months.  People that traveled along roads often had to 
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wait for weeks for a bridge to be rebuilt, a ferry crossing to reopen, or 

floodwaters to recede.   

 U.S. Census – Look for census data after your ancestors arrived 

in the South.  Where were their children born?  Discovering that a 

child was born in a place other than where they moved from and 

where they moved too can give you clues about where they might 

have spent time along the way. 
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